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SJSU groups
vote to oppose
AIDS initiative

Honoring missing Americans

Hy Nlary
Daily staff writer
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Kurt liam , a senior majoring in psychology. hands out information on Njetuain \ II %TOW’, at the Student t

Week promotes awareness of servicemen lost in Korea, Vietnam
Ry Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer
The shiny black ribbons are
tied into bows that hold small
cards to the oak trees lining the
It
lawn.
On the cards are short paragraphs: "These ribbons are in
remembrance for AIIILIFIL.,111 fighting men like: Staff Sergeant Robert P. Phillips. Sylvania. Ohio.
Missing over I.:14/S in a C4(1.
Through this remembrance, we
will keep alive our hope that
someday these men will he returning home. The Arnold Air
Society
)itterent
inscriptions
are
Pasted on more than 40 trees
along the shady paths. The ribbons are part 1)1 POW NBA Week
it SJSI.I.
It still isn’t know it what happened to some 2.3141 American

icemen who disappeared during the Vietnam War.
"People make a big deal out of
Terry Anderson." said Kurt
Harry. a junior ROTC student and
public affairs officer Mr the Arnold Air Society. let rt Andel son
is a professor at Amcor_ an I M
%el shy currently held hostage in
lieirut. Lebanon.
The society is selling T-shirt,
and stainless steel MIA braclets
as part of POW MIA Week at
SAL.
’There are people who hate
been unaccounted for since 1972
Themes still .200 missing tioni
the Korean Wai
Ball% said
’There was a French sold ier tt Iair
escaped after 25 years in North
Vietnam. IC, only been 15 veal,
since the oar ended. I has e to he
lieve that there .11C still some people over them
loo -light

Campaigning for credit

Class project promotes
legalization of marijuana
liy Lorraine Morg,an
Dady staff writer
. group of students trom an SJSU
sociology class w ill campaign for the
legalimtion oh mat nriana during this
week and part rri nett tteek in from
of Clark library .
The class, taught by sociolog%
professor Hob (diner, is dedicated to
dealing with social problems. Each
student in his Llass is required to he C4/1111: dense I iii mIs ed with a social
issue.
Robert Dots ney. a senior majoring in cit II engineering, evplained
why he and tOur other students are
running the campaign. He said with
the negative effects illegal drugs
have upon society. ley,uli,uini marijuana is one oily to help eliminate
the problem
"I don’t 55 nut people to think that
I’m all for smoking marijuana. because I don’t eten smoke it myself.
and that is not our goal.- Downey
said -Hut with the leg:di/about of
!minimum. the drug dealer tt ill he
eliminated, and those potential plot
its can he filmed over to the govern
merit to help fight crime...
group will he handing out
quesm inflames. in addition lu gathering signatines lot then petition
Some 01 the questions ask boo old
a person should he iii smoke marijuana and how the legal Fe.trictions
should he enforced. ’they tt ill et en
tually submit the results ot then
campaign to members tit Congress
Dtmno said legali/ing marijuana
shouldn’t he .1 porblent.
’It’s lust like the legalimtion ot
alcohol.’ l)owney said. "We’re not
allowed to drive under the influence.
and thet can enforce that same type
oflaw %Slide people are under the in -

Th.’

’People on drugs
have a need and
they’ll definitely get
it no matter what.’
- Robert Downey
Sociology student
fluence ot ii i_Il
-Cigarettes also contain a drug. Downey continued "We has e restricted codes in restaurants and offices permitting smoking and nonsmoking sections. So 11 the smoke of
marijuana will bother other people.
there can also be designated areas for
that
The group is also concerned with
educating. the public on how drugs
destrot the litres of families, businesses and children.
Part of the group’s stiategy For legali/ing the drug is to hate manittana taxed and imported to the
United States
"There ale wally a 10 rit Alto n&
fives on tuns to leg:1We mai omma."
Downey said. "People tin thugs
hare a need and they’ll (1011111(.1y get
it no matter what. HmAcrei. hi imposing a tav on the legal import of
niamuana and hat ing special larms
solely designed to harvest it. tie can
again get rid of the middle man oho
is contributing to the sun silt drug
prohlem.’
The campaign booth will include
music. literature and signs pushing
for legaliiation.

press ’
l’odd Hero. IS. an SIM’
RtilC student, net et niet his
cousin. Michael Roheit Notion.
an infantryman in the l S
int%
Norton Lk.ls .11,1111I Hi111.5 lee
SL licit he disappealerl 111 Siulli
’,Allan, 19 ea" 4.1211 1104\ 111
Nrrooll. along \tuft to ii other
wen. %tele helping a
gi imp rit 1A1minded sokheis escape
in a helicoptei As the last people
boarded, the hilltop they
pled
seleed.
liii
ins
,Ithl
"HIP‘In
111.21111,els sl,IL ell he11111,1 It, pi
the hill and allow the helicopter to
lilr
Die) were never heard from
again
"I didn’t find out dhow him
uilla Iis I1 on a too to Ha -

tt ere at
wan." Hero said
the Punch Bowl ta nil i cut S eineteryl and we 1./111, a pu5 iUtu t Ins
name on a wall. I
didn’t
know anything about a ii why.
’It o as kind of ditleient seeing
all those names 1,11 the oall and
knot% ing that those people were
lost iaid missing and Mat their
families had no idea it’ they were
dead oi alise,
Harty said the V
got eminent is tr mg to sat e tace hy
disclosing
not
the tt hereabouts ot
the missing inciiJans.
Reconnaissance missions hate
disclosed some pr ison camps m
Vietnam. The most famous rescue attempt occurred in 1974,
Marine Lt. Col Paul N Kelly led
Ii group into North Vietnam aid
came up emptt :Mei the North
S SI
/( t// \ 4,0, 4

Proposition 102
would require that
all people who test
positive for the HIV
virus be reported.

telt
resentain es hare rote,’ to typo.,
hoposition 10’, vritit.11 %You’d te
guile that people ir ho test positit e
tot the AIDS Sihils hi,’ ’muted to
state health ot trials
lioth the At.arlemir ’senate and thc
Associated Students oppose the hill
her.aicre ii \ 1,1111.11.11\ IIIC C.111101111 I
111,I1C Lill \IDS quire that all people Sitio lest posiSlate I Ill \ CI \
lepre,e114111\ es tive for the III \ s int, be rept tried
\did
The human ininumodelit.ienry
\nu, causes 51115 hut reseair het.
In \ ugust. the Ctil Chanrellot
()thee Issued .1 sisitelulsill 111 IDS. slier Mate It doe. uot Arra r s rlerelop
.1 111,1e111 Ile.11111
into the disease S..111C HI \ !Hisao es
ILA 11 stalk,. -MIeitthiluiCC 01 Sill- diagnosed nirrie than list. tear, ,rgo
liC111. Illi(11"11 ICLithi is LOIllIdelltlal
ale ,till health aitt iejnesentatr.e
ot the National \ IDS Hotline
111101111.111011 M,t!. not he ie
51.1ee, \ sit CII sell. 1:11.111 1,1 Ihit,
leased lo amour. 55 ithout the ’nth r
othei
\\ .1\1e1111.. 51.111.11e .111t1
.insent ecept
ual
55
OM hied In\ list
i.,1111selt,1 s.1111 she
to he tested at clinks
ICtililICS ph)
.112C,
110.1111 ItI 1C11.,11 .111 11C1.I1Ie ll1.1.e111,Set.1 that promise conlidentialitv and ano\\ 1111 IDS I.,
health 1,1110.11,. nymity.
/ /milt / buck pyrerSt
Hooetet . Proposition 102 tvouly1 re and

Students watch
Soviet newscasts
By Leah Pets
Soviet Union includes a morning edDaily stall writer
ucational program tot ditirlrett.
If students can’t go to the Sot iet Schenk said Suhtects milu I toi
ce histr’irLY
Union. then \ radium St henk is ill eign language. sc ien.
situ
bring the Slit let I mon lit students.
basic compute’ kill, \\
tIle
Schenk. an 51.51 roteign lan- the 1(1 hiiuiurs ,1 111.1.1th:.1,1
guage plot eNor. 1.111is .1111.1 then 4.1eVOICli II, Ilk .11 flu_ is
translates Mice Sot let nets. proThe politi, al ’chum lhal gamed
hit he
toi students inteiested in 1111/111e11111111 \s hell (
lea’ rung 1111,1C .1111,111 Ille in the came plesident is Roo ietleyted on
USSI4 The irlogiams are Itioadcast Sot let tele ision. Schenk said
su,i sdit:1111C 1, ’$1.1111.’1,1 I 111% sit\
’People knot there stele ’Hob
1 Ile IILAS s siltAL s 11,11.111\ tot er lents in Russia hut they it etc all aid
k11,,lalt current etents. but they also to say something.- he said ..\11\1
include items on edit,. anon. art and things ale cominrt out into the
intei national et ems
open."’
Cul it-1111 . students pm. SO to see
Horn in RlIsslii. SelleIlk Is I:1111111X
the shoo \ londat 5 lit the hist’ uctio- 55 itil Its 5:s.ist:s.:./ ttitf
nal Resoilice Centel . but Schenk came to the hilted States in the
said he hopes iii acquire funding to ’50s. oorking alteinately as a leil
eleCIFIeliminate the cost
.111,1
elle!
A typical day ot tides ision in the

Former Daily editor recalls campus of ’30s
Ily feresa LytIdaile
Daily staff writer
Ray \limier, held a gold trinket
engrated V. I111 .Sp.111.III I )III1 \ I &Mot193te in Ins smolt hantl as he
prowl!) shooed it to current st,ult
members.
The shim hobble is the filth MC11)01.111111:1 \ 1111110\ ha, (.11/III Ins St/MI.111 1).111 \ ill’, s, hstit his Ille11101 IC, .11e
111.111\
\s Ile \ill in the hallo ay yif Ott ichit
Hemel Hall is here he once otriked.
\limier. smiled. recalling "the tt ay
things used to Ix....
III I9314. the Dailv %k w. Si four page tabloid
a young college
impel ot lust 4 teals r rid San .lose
State College iii’. one oh three
schools otteting
dill’, neospaper
and u lonmalisin degtee
\
teineinhers the IlLAL spa Pei and the statt well. tauling names
that hat en ’t passed his lips in 50
years.
He recounts the incident that
neat It caused Ins epulsion tnini the
uuuuuss-lsilnJust rreeks lituuuu graduat
mg in Sitting 1915. \Iuutiiers \rd.
tared will hi,. lust maim criminal
der isitin
tes. ill le, t oltimtlists %%Tole ;in a
tus Is’ siig
Mat the school 1111er
et111L’,111011 L’I.Iss 1111I1e1
11ov,ed the piece to be published
The nett morning, the mut el sit’,
president requested that Mintier. le
port to his office immediate!), Sluti
tiers otiliged the iequest and met
%kith President
W. NlacQuan
Minitel. said he went to the pest
(lent ’s ’mike mid Felt an immediate
coldness. Ile knew he was in trouble.
’Vitt’ omit to graduate. don’t
1,1,Q11.111151 .1,ked
\Nine’s Will him he did So the
11101 I eds hell
stand mg
no mote set in the 1),IIIL
hat
e
s
comfits
’’Things
chringey1,- Vlitmet s said, !Hunting to

T.

s11,I It’s On lit ii u let page ti
Ille
the ()ct. 21 Spaitan I
"Man ai
rested in dormitory lave attempt.
anyl "Week pry lllll ites equality to’
gays "
He said campus life has also
changed. He said the unit erstiy had
no doi main
k.111 ed Oi othervkise.
Ile %% CM
SCht101. 111Sleall.
s111,1L.111, lutes) in men’s and vonnen’s
boa’ ding houses.
N. linnets toed lit %% hat used to he
an Mtl music building on campus
The house st
ill/Nded. anyl It
k%asn’t unusual for five \1111.1e1IN tu
list’ III one room.
"I remember basing to slime .t
\limier.
hed only ;mother felloo..
said "This would mean something
else these days
While asleep in the boarding
house one night. \ 1 inners and his
roommates ovie ’ribbed. Thet
seatched tor them pants the nett
morning, only to later find 111e111
streN11 .10,1, .1
101 Ilear 111e
111/111e.
The 11’0111e1A. pOCkeN %% ere turned
out and the contents oere missing
%h inters remembers losing 76
a significant amount for a
cents
student .it that time
The himitling house prinided
meals during the %seek. hut students
tiers’ ’on then rot ii.
tteekenyls.
Minitel. saki a nearby diner
chat ged quarter trit lull meal. For
.111 ettia dime, you could treat yourself to a tiosty milkshake that was
"a meal ui itselt.The monetary figures from 50
years ago may be (teeming, Mm liens said. It was the tail end of the
1)epression.
’It vy.as hard
he said
Mintier% graduated as scheduled mit
1505. He returned to his hintietin%ii
tit Sonora. (alitortiia. is here Ile he
came the etlitot and co publisher 01
the Sonora Union I )eitiot tat
th.. boil 110,0
Sin/

Deny Perm,

Former Spartan l)ailn editor Itat

Daily staff photograph,’

\Hurlers tells his story
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Open Invitation
l’he Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bimonthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Dail). on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should he typed. double
spaced and approximately 2 to 3 pages
long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation. address and
phone number.
Columns can he on any topic. Hower, personal attacks and columns in poor
lisle will not he published. All columns
is ill he edited for length or libel.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall.

Vote ’None of the Above’

yov CAN DO BETTER
THINK ABovT How BUSH
HAS DELIBERATELY
PISTORTED YOtiR RECORD’

plow THINK AROV’t 1404.1
wokKiNG! THINK
AbOvI TNE MIS!

YES, iT’s A
ilt:ISTSHEERvVcEoinQ
r"--\

Frowr,
f row^

1-1.41
I
t

ak.

.46/641L1

Satanism invades
a small town
Michael was just 10-years-old when he and 25
oilier Bakersfield children were forced to watch adults
undress.
According to Newsweek. the 40 adults began
chanting prayers to Satan and a black -robed man commanded Michael and a little girl to throw knifes at a
hubs. Soon Michael’s parents and their friends joined in.
Michael said the baby began to cry.
The adults then tore the baby’s body apart and
torced Michael and the other children to drink the
blood. Then the parents allegedly molested the chiltIren starting with their own.
Last year, the horror came closer to home. In my
hometown of Gilroy. a group of teenagers admitted to
worshipping Swan.
Gilroy is a small community of 27,000. about the
size of S.ISI And with only one high school. I tel like
I know everyone there. So when two teenage girls discussed their -religious- practices during a drug -counseling session. I felt personally affected.
They told about
their mutilation of
puppies for sacrifices.
One had even aborted
her fetus for a ceremony and drank the
blood. The discarded
remains have never
been found.
A friend 55h0
attended the session
told me another girl
Lisa Hannon
stood up and screamed
that the confessors would he killed it they didn’t shut
up. My friend said the girl scented IN)ssessed.
As tar as I know, the girls are still alive. But the
community still remembers the horror of those days.
Even I remember them. although I had graduated from
high school three yt..:11,. befOrt:
Before last year. satanisin was something I never
really thought about. Nokk it pervades my waking
thoughts and even my dreams.
I dream I am in a dark forest w ith flaming torches
lighting up the sky. Men and women are dressed in
black robes with satin -red lining. Their black fang like
teeth gnash as they circle around me. chanting and
groaning.
I’m crouched down on the ground trying to protect
myself. As they circle iii closer and closer, their chanting becomes louder. Their claw -like hands reach out
toward me, and just when they are about to grab me I
wake up.
I’m not preoccupied with satan ism. but the sensa
tional media has seized upon it. Last week Gerald
Rivera linen loved people involved ii Ill satanism.
A woman said hei 1:1ffidren were skinned alivein
tront of her. My chest constricted. like someone’s hands
woe squeezing it. Breathing became &twilit. I started
to tune everything out. All I could think was. "How
could this woman allow her own children to he tortured.’
Other wonlell told stories about hearing children for
the Spec-111C plap0M: Of sacrifice or service to the devil.
Cassandra Hoyer was a former high priestess of
satanism in Virginia. From the age of 3 until 17. she
was subjected to brainwashing, witnessing of murders.
drugs and molestation.
Now in her 20., she remembers sacrificial ceremonies with adults and children wearing dark robes and
moving annind a fire with w lute or black candles.
Myer. since leasing satanism. lives in fear fear
that present members w ill either murder her or use her
tor relig tiLts CCIVMMIles.
The government says satanism is a legitimate religion with constitutional protection. It’s minis how the
Constitution can sometimes protect corruption
I abhor the disgusting things satanists do in the
name of "religion.- Religion should be uplifting. Its
reedom does not include the murder and molestation of
children.

1.11\1/1111i60,#
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Life with a fair-weather father
I talked to my father the other day
It w as the first tittle Iliad seen him in
months. Possibly a year.
I her lunch at a -local pizza joint.
%se updated each other about our
lives He kept interrupting to reminisce about the "good old times we
used to ha% to.44.,ther.
Sti.ingels . I
ui ldn I remember
half of the thing, he talked about.
When did we go fishing am Donallv
Part.’" Or is hen hI we go to a Mod
esto Reds baseball eame ’
’he onls memr tries I have when
he was all 11,11111 is vie the arguments
he and ms mollici used to have. Of
and 1
sills’.’. it v., as H sears ago
was oils
is hen he and my
mother disorscd So his memories
and mine might not he the same.
Sometimes, though. I can’t help
but wiinder if he creates those stories
to make up for his absence. He
might lie trying to con% imice me that
he has been a hello father then he
?calk is
ly parents married in 1963. He
was 19 and she was 71. He worked
at a gas station iii 1 in lock and raced
stock cars around dust tracks for
spaie ,-11;012e He is as a car nut with
a is Id sneak
1 rhulIt think he and marriage were
teddy tor one .inother,
\ionl is ,Is A11011101 story She had
been on list is ii tor a couple of
:1111,1 \\

101111\ i

settle dI1W11,

she st.oed home with my
brother. sisto ;Ind me, he went on
one wild drag lacing adventure after
another is ith Ins buddies. Roaming
"

\\Ink’

Stan Carlberg
around in lirit cars was !mire important to him than staying home with
his wife and kids. Whenever he did
comic home. I only remember
screaming and cursing.
The marriage lasted six or seven
years. There might have been good
times. But I only remember the
fights.
After theii divorce, he remarried a
year later. But after five years, he
found himself in the same situation.
Fortunately, this time, there weren’t
any children to leave behind.
My mom, on the other hand,
drove a school bus in order to feed
Craig 171. me (41 and Michelle 13). It
was a struggle and we seemed to
nmve every other month to find
cheaper housing. Rut we always
managed to stay in the same neighborhood and keep the same friends.
That was her intention. Mom would
always think about the kids first.
Maybe, to Dad, we never came
first. But I still love him. He’s my

father and there are times when I
miss him. When we’re together, we
really get along.
Rut in a way. I’m almost grateful
that he left. My mother wasn’t very
strict, but she taught us what it
meant to be responsible and how to
care. Sure my brother. sister and I
fought like all brothers and sisters
do, hut we still had a bond between
us that was strong.
If my father would have stuck
around, life would have been a lot
uglier. We were much better off with
one parent who cared than trying to
survive in a hostile environment.
Thirteen years after her divorce.
Mom remarried. She’s doing better
than ever. She’s happy and can
enjoy life and doesn’t have to worry
about supporting three kids on one
salary. (She still insists, however,
that raising us on her own never
bothered her.)
At the end of my visit with Dad
last month, the pizza pan was littered
with crusts and crumpled napkins.
We had gotten together to talk about
my money problems. "Your mom’s
telling me that you’re having financial difficulties." he said, and
handed me $150. No strings attached.
He said he wanted to keep in
touch. I said I’d like that. but I’ve
heard it all before.
Still, we exchanged phone numbers before parting.
Since then. Mom told me that he
moved somewhere else.
No strings attached.

Tuesday Americans will cram
Onthemselves into little booths to cast their
votes for the most important figurehead
in the United States.
Every four years, less than half the
population participates in this American ritual.
What will these people base their decisions on
this year?
Like my mother, most voters will make
their decisions based on how the candidates
look. My mother says Bush "looks like a nice
man," so she plans to vote for him.
That kind of logic frightens me considering
Bush’s record with the Iran-Contra affair.
But when I think about it, my method of
decision-making isn’t any better. Although I
think Dukakis is essentially a decent, honest
person, I still have my doubts about his
judgment and qualifications lobe president.
This presents a dilemma. Do I vote for
someone who may not be qualified just to
avoid the evil of voting for a criminal’?
No wonder many people won’t vote this
year. When your only choice is the lesser of
two evils, does it really matter which one
wins?
What we really need is another box on the
ballot stating "None of the Above." If enough
people voted for None of the Above, then new
candidates from each party would be selected
for a new election.
this method were adopted, more people
Ifmight vote. As it is, many can’t make up
their minds. And many just don’t care.
In the words of Julie Rogers, last
semester’s Spartan Daily news editor,
"Welcome to the Double-Apathy Ranch."
Last semester the Daily made several
references to the student apathy on campus.
But Monday, students were anything but
apathetic during Michael Dukakis’ visit. In
fact, the enthusiasm was so overwhelming that
it literally overflowed so much that more
than half of the students who came to campus
early didn’t even get to see the Democratic
candidate.
I wish the rest of the nation mirrored this
enthusiasm. In other nations, people would die
for the opportunity to take part in the decisionmaking process of their country. But in this
land of opportunity people are more concerned
with their BMWs and the Super Bowl than
who is going to be the next president.
So long as the status quo remains
undisturbed, it doesn’t matter who occupies
the Oval Office.
I’m not so sure preserving the status quo is
the best thing for this country right now. It’s
time for a change. In the absence of a None of
the Above. I prefer an honest man over a
criminal.
Kara Myers is the Assistant News
Editor.
,

Letters to the Editor
Students ignored by campaign
I do not support eithei c.,,ige Bush or Michael I)uukis Ii president. hut oIll
an interest in the presidental ,..inipaign. I WCIII
Student Union on Mondav iii nfo; to hear the democratic candidate speak.
I vv.,s one of the relative handful of non -VIP students
allowed in it pie Ballroom for the speech. I tully sy mpaOwe is ith Mose wIt, were turned away I heel that the
management ot this event was an insult to the students of
Si St and desei es an explanation from those responsible tor planning it
I stood III IIIIC tor about an hour and a half, and spent
most 4,1 that time vs:itching is hat must base been several
111111111 ed VIP
ket holdets ushered through the Student
Union Joins
many of them arriving shortly before II
a in and piohalsIs tilling the better part of the Ballroom.
I Icained while standing in line that the VIP passes had
been issued to area campaign workers and union members.
I would have no complaint it imly a reasonable number of passes had been given to MM1C local volunteers,
especially those troin SJSII. But the fact that so many
were issued. :mil that they were given to so many union
memheis is sic II was slit cking. The Ballroom is not a
union hall lit labor oi eani/ations. Nor is it a campaign
headquarteis t tr Silt’. ’ii Valley Democrats. The Ballroom is t,1 students \ ’id this event. even though it was
Ii v Campus Democrats and held
r.11.,1 ond
III IIIC
11111CIII 1 1111111, V,:1S 1111 students,
Ii sit ks’s me as odd that even while Michael Dukakis
hammered ;Issas on the theme of being on the side of the
4ivetage Ameman. Ins campaign staff ignored the average student at Ms( in 1;1\ or of party insiders and special
interests When I hikak Is Ill cti.ed George Bush as he did
Monday it masqueiading .1mid image-making. I believe
he i. it
But after this insulting treatment of students it
is lithi ill to believe he is much different,
5151’ students deserve an explanation.
James Aylard
Junior
II istory

Bush should be well covered
Editin
I think that the Daily. as a newspaper, should show
both sides of the issues. Since no member of the newspaper staff seems to he taking soon -to-be -President Rush’s
side. I will.
Why vote for George? First of all, he’s experienced.
Has inp been a soldier in World War II, ambassador to
the United Nations, CIA director and vice-president of
the I ’toted States. Bush has all the know-how that a the
piesident requires.
Secondly, our country has been rather prosperous
under the Reagan -Rush era. The unemployment rate is
down by one-half. Irn sure all of us want to have a lob
after graduating from college. and George Bush is the
one who will continue to create those ohs.
(*mainly. we don’t want to return to the (’arter-Mon0

dale era when the country was in utter chaos. Our economy was in a slump and our unemployment rate was
high. Dukakis and his economic policies will bring those
horrifying Carter-Mondale-created nightmares back.
Right now. our economy is doing fine. Rush would keep
it that way.
Finally. George Rush’s policies concerning the military fit our country well. We need a tough, strong military. to go along with our strong economy to keep our
country the hest.

Rush is being accused of negative campaigning and I
think that is very unfair. It was Dukakis who wanted to
play dirty. Remember those "Where was George?"
taunts? Well. George has responded with his own line of
negative campaigning and Dukakis can’t handle it.
We want a tough. strong leader for our country. Go
with the winner! Vote Bush ’82)!
Alex Nguyen
Freshman
Business Administration
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Speaker discusses unusual uses of holography
Hy Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
For most people, holograms are
three-dimensional pictures, interesting novelties seen on credit cards or
in science fiction movies.
To Tung Jeong, an acknowledged
American expert on holography.
they represent the most important invention since the transistor. He is
currently involved in research which
uses holograms to determine the origins of the universe.
Jeong came to SJSU Tuesday
night to discuss the technological
uses of holography and to demonstrate a simple method for making
them.
You can make a hologram for
about $100, if you can borrow a
laser from a high school or supermarket." Jeong said.
He proved his point at the end of
the lecture.

Using a small concave mirror.
Jeong reflected a laser beam onto a
wind-up toy, which had been placed
on top of a small inner tube to absorb
motion. An object was placed in
front of the beam to serve as a shutter. A special photographic plate was
clamped in front of the toy.
Jeong lifted the shutter for two
seconds, replaced it and soaked the
plate in three different solutions. A
few minutes later, he held up the hologram.
This type of picture, which Jeong
refers to as a "fun hologram," is
only a minor application of holographic technology.
Jeong chairs the physics department at Lake Forest College in Illinois. Using one of the most powerful
lasers in the world, he and other researchers are using holograms to
track the progress of elementary particles to establish the fundamental

Energy department to examine
disposal of radioactive wastes
WASHINGTON (AP) Top Enways to solve the disposal problem.
ergy Department officials will meet
"Now we are getting support
with the governors of Colorado, from sources that might have been
Idaho and New Mexico this month to content to sit back in the past and let
discuss ways of disposing of radio- Idaho take the heat," Andrus told reactive wastes from weapons facili- porters in Boise.
ties.
Energy Secretary John S. HerringWaste disposal is one of many
problems that have beset the depart- ton asked the three governors to
ment’s nuclear weapons complex, meet in Salt Lake City on Nov. 16
forcing four facilities to partially with a team headed by his chief depclose and virtually halting the pro- uty, Joseph Salgado, to discuss how
to dispose of defense wastes until the
duction of atomic arms.
Idaho governor Cecil Andrus took department can open its planned
credit Tuesday for forcing the issue Waste Isolation Pilot Plant near Carby blocking his state’s borders last lsbad, N.M.
month to a rail car loaded with radioAndrus and Govs. Roy Romer of
active wastes.
Colorado and Garrey Carruthers of
Andrus said Tuesday that because New Mexico said they would attend
he "turned up the heat," his state but that the date might shift.
was no longer being asked to shoul"It’s important to New Mexico to
der the burden and that he would ask get this thing resolved." Carruthers
federal officials "for concrete evi- said through spokesman Don Cavidence they are moving forward" on ness.
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’You can make a hologram for about
$100, if you can borrow a laser from a
high school or supermarket.’
Tung Jeong
Hologram expert
origins of matter.
But holograms have other uses besides making interesting pictures or
helping in scientific research.
Because images in holograms
change as light strikes them at different angles, they can be used as
’super microfiche.’’ Microfiche is a
small, film -like square used to store
information.
Jeong showed a small plate which
contained 3.6(K) pages of a Chinese
manuscript. By changing the angle
of each page. an English translation
could be placed on the same spot in
the fiche.
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Alpha Eta Rho: Meeting, 7:30
p.m.. Aviation Department Conference Room. For information call
286-3161.
Campus Democrats: Birthday cake
for Mike Dukakis, 11:30 a.m., Student Union. For information call
286-9249.
Sane Freeze/Campus DemocratFilm
"Cover-Up,"
s/M ECh A :

FMA: Pi//a night, 6 p.m., Round
Table Pi//a at Saratoga and Moot
pork avenues. $5 per person. For in
formation call 248-3004.
Spartan Tennis Club: Weekly lessons. 3 p.m., South Campus Tennis
Courts. For information call 2932451.
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FOR ADULT
LEARNERS

7-1e)
With the

RAVEL/STUDY

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS

noon, S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
information call 286-9249.
Nation of Islam: Video on Tawana
Brawley. 7 p.m.. Sweeney Hall
Room RK). For information call 2260801.
Pre Law Association: Panel of attorneys, 6:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan
TODAY
Room. For information call 9722833.
Reed Magazine: Send submissions
for fiction, poetry and art to Faculty Pre-Medical Association: Guest
Offices Room 102. For information speaker about AIDS, 1:30 p.m..
Duncan Hall 345. For information
call 286-8153.
call (415)489-7628.
Learning
Disability
Support
Group: Planning session for Spring
’89, 3:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan American Institute of Aeronautics
Room. For information call 924- and Astronautics: Meeting, 12:30
p.m., Engineering Building 301.
-- 6001.
Ski Club: Meeting, 7:30 p.m.. S.U. Amnesty International: Meeting.
Umunhunn Room. For information 7:30 p.m., A.S. Council Chambers.
Student California Teachers Assocall 288-9880.
A.S. Program Hoard: Phillip Agee, ciation: Speakers from League of
noon. S.U. Ballroom. For informa- Women Voters, 12:30 p.m., Sweeney Hall Room 347. For information
tion call 924-62611.
call 268-0116.
Physics
Colloquium:
Kevin
Schehrer from Texas A&M Univer- Society of Professional Journalsity, "Pulse shaping in femtosecond ists: Meeting. 4 p.m., Dwight Benlasers," 1:30 p.m., Science Build- te! Hall Room 101. For information
ing Room 251. For information call call 924-3280.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Video
924-526 I .
Christian Science College Organi- and small group discussion, 4:30
zation: Meeting 3:30 p.m..S.U. p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room. For
information call 295-9877.
Montalvo Room.

It’s very difficult to destroy a hologram, because each piece contains
all the information in the whole. In
other words, if you cut the corner of
a hologram. you could still see the
entire picture inside it.
"A hologram is like a window.
but it’s like a window with a memory." Jeong said.
Commercially. holograms are
used in laser scanners in supermarkets to quickly scan the bar codes on
product labels. Display holograms
are used on credit cards to prevent
St councounterfeiting, since
terfeiters probably can’t afford the

nology and its benefits Sonic 01 the
region’s most prominent business
and go% eminent leaders are involsed
with the group. including San Jose
Mayor Tom McEnery and SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
Rick Simon. a product manager
for Hewlett-Packard Corp. who
works as a volunteer for the Technology Center. said the group is involved with a number of projects in
San Jose and the surrounding area.
Jeong’s lecture was the second in a
three-part series of "laser talks’ to
be held at SJSU.
A number of widely -known physicists and holographers are now in the
area in conjunction with San Jose’s
"Images in Time and Space- bolo
graphy exhibit.

technology required to make a holographic label.
Scientists are now studying the
possibilities of deseloping holographic computer screens, which could
be far lllll re efficient than the electronic screens now in use.
Business people hase begun to
discover the sariety of possible applications, especially for home decoration. Someday, the most stylish
homes might be characteri/ed by
their 3-D wallpaper.
"They also talk about making a
new kind of tile where you walk on
fillies rather than linoleum." Jeong
said.
Holograms are used in microscopy as well. Using conventional
techniques, it’s difficult to study a
living object under a microscope.
But now scientists can take a hologram of an object and then study the
picture.
Jeong’s lecture was sponsored by
the Technology Center. a non-profit
Bay area organi/ation which helps
increase public awareness of tech -
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Stimulator rejuvenates Lutz, SJSU’s passing game Spartans’
By Sean

:oder

It enabled him to raise his limp
arm enough to throw a 36-yard
Ken Lilt/ leNeMbled more of a
touchdoon pas. to Kevin Evans and
I ho .quarterback than his normal ro cut the Fresno lead to 17-15.
bust sell in Saturday’s loss to Fresno
Early in the fourth quarter, as he
State
.4:rambled away from a heavy and
1 iii, shoulder was wired oith a persistent Bulldog pass rush, Lutz
des ice stimulating mos CMCM in his escaped linebacker Tracy Rodgers
%sounded right limit. When the SJSU only to he run down by the Bulldogs’
ottense wasn’t on the field. I
Ron Cos. But Cox came up with
would be plugged in. gettme !owed [mire than just a handful of Lutz’ jerno tor the nest series I itet
sey and a crucial sack.

in/

"He had a few of the wires that
had come out from under my jersey
and had this look on his face:* Lutz
said. "He just looked at me and said
’What’s that, man’." "
I.utz did get a payback of sorts. although it raised the hair on the back
of every head of the SJSU coaching
staff
On the Spartans’ last drive. SJSU
called a halfback -option pass where
Johnny Johnson would throw back to
Lutz.
Instead of throwing the ball, the
play broke down and Johnson ran to
the left sideline for 15 yards. As
Johnson sprinted up-field. Lutz
peeled back, throwing a punishing
block and blindsiding the 240-pound
Cox - with his left shoulder.
"I think it was more of a hit out of
frustration than anything else," Lutz
said.
Talk of how physical Saturday’s
game was turned to SJSU linebacker
George Smylie’s crunching of Kelly
Skipper on a kickoff return, causing
a fumble. Smylie’s hit echoed
throughout Spartan Stadium and
brought the crowd of 21.36710 life.
"That was a great hit," Lutz said,
tongue-in-cheek. "But there was no
question, mine was the hit of the
day, no doubt about it."
Rut as courageous as it was for
Lutz to play with the injured shoulder, he suffered a dismal day statistically, including four interceptions.
SJS11 had brutal field position and
started in Bulldog territory seven
times.
Lutz played the first series of the
second half and told back-up quarterback Jason Schmid to be prepared. Schmid moved the offense
well and then in one disastrous play,
threw an interception at the Bulldog
four-yard line and wrenched the ligiments in his right knee, ending his
season.
After the Spartans’ first drive of
the second half went three downs
and punt, the crowd was a little restless and a scattering of boos could be

’It was a tough
thing to come back
in with the team
knowing that my
shoulder was hurt
that bad.’
Ken Lutz,
Spartan quarterback

heard.
"I feel for the crowd." Lutz said.
"But they didn’t understand the circumstances and that I was injured at
the time. When Jason was in there,
he did a good job of moving the offense.
"It was a tough thing to come
back in with the team knowing that
my shoulder was hurt that bad,"
Lutz said. "They must have been
thinking, ’Great, we’ve got a chance
and he can’t move his arm.’ Then I
came back in and the team realized
that he’s not going to give up. We
just fell a little short."
MU quarterback coach Dan
Henson said Lutz has been a great
asset to this year’s "fourth-and three" type of season.
"His leadership both physically
and mentally is incredible." Henson
said. "The bottom line is that this
guy is a winner at whatever he does.
Ironically, he’s still among the top
15 passers in the country, even after
last week.
"What he does if it’s not there is
turn a play into something with his
speed. He knows where people are
on the field and has great instincts
for the game."
Henson said Lutz is "probably the
TA SAN JOSE

Brian Bap( -- Daily staff

photographe

Spartan quarterback Ken Lutz throos a pass during the game agains
Fresno despite his injured shoulder. .the Bulldogs on the game, 17-15.

CONE TASTE WHY EVERYONEW
TALKING ABOUT SAN JOSE’S RRST BREW PUB?

AGEE.PHILLIP’
FORMER CIA OFFICER,
CONTROVERSIAL AUTHOR,
LECTURER

Phillip Agee
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Location: San Jose
State University
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(Student Union
Ballroom)
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Friendly, smiling
faces needed.
Valters/Waltresses

Time:

318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products
YOUR DOWNTOWN COMPUTER
SOURCE.
SPECIALS
[1 Disk Holders
El Mouse Pads
[1 3.5 Floppy Disk (Sony)
1]5.25 Floppy Disk (JVC)
[1 Box of Computer Paper
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$19.99
$12.50

SALES
SERVICE
SUPPORT
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DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

95 S. MARKET
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The Easy Way To

The Dean’s List!
CURTAINS

Watch your Spartans Battle
a tough Home Schedule,
including 5 post season
tournament teams.

Introduction to Woodshed Acoustics
& Modern Technology. Student must
appreciate craftsmanship and fine
harmonies. Research paper on two
main tracks, "Can You Get To That"
& "She Doesn’t Work Here Anymore"
required.
The Balancing Act
am

7..’
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Students & Faculty/Staff
tickets are available at a
great discount!
Be sure to get good seats
for exciting NCAA
Basketball.

.,

"Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TuEs -FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM 4 PM
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THE WINCHESTER SAMPLER SET

a tamer ad. aboadne on. bow sad altar ma alfnaioral beer
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Under ’oust circuntraant..es. the
coveted "Key to the City" is
awarded for a notable achievement.
Losing the Big West championship to Fresno State Saturday wasn’t
notable for SJSU Coach Claude Gilbert and the SJSU football team. But
the City of San Jose made them feel
like winners.
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery
awarded Gilbert along with running
back Johnny Johnson and quarterback Ken Lutz the "Key to San
Jose" at a ceremony honoring the
entire Spartan football team Tuesday.
"It was a very nice gesture on his
part," Gilbert said. "Usually, you
get this after winning the championship, not for losing it.
"He’s become quite a football
fan. We’re very grateful."
SJSU. 3-1 in conference play, lost
to Fresno State (4-0), 17-15 and in
all probabilty. a chance at a third
consecutive California Bowl appearance.
- Sean Mu/easier

6,KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP(-

pROGRAM BARD PRESENTS

FREE

spirit earns
key to city

healthiest he’s been in five weeks, ’’
Freshman Greg Centilli practiced
with the first unit on Monday and
Tuesday and SJSU Coach Claude
Gilbert said he won’t hesistate to use
him if Lutz isn’t ready.
"Kenny came into my office
swinging his arm around." Gilbert
said laughing.
With just three games remaining
in his college career. Lutz is disappointed he won’t lead the Spartans to
a third straight Cal Bowl appearance, but knows the reality of
being a 6-foot. 177 -pound quarterback.
"I got two Cal Bowl rings and we
went out with the attitude that we’re
winners," Lutz said. "We didn’t
quit or die."
Lutz, a criminal justice major,
wants to join the FBI or the CIA
after graduating.
"It’ll take about a month for me to
really heal up," he said. "I’m definitely going to pursue it. They’re
going to be on campus this month
(CIA recruiters). I talked to Mayor
(Tom, McEnery and he said he has a
few contacts."
In three weeks, Lutz will be able
to retire his robo-quarterback garb
and perhaps look forward to the
wired clothing of a CIA agent.
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Outside hitter Boone sparks Spartan spikers Violent off-field incidents
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By Stan CarIherg
Gaily staff writer
In the tradition of football’s
Rocky Bleier. the story of the unsung hero lives on in Spartan volleyball.
FlIcier was one of the main forces
behind the stardom of running back
Franco Harris.
For the volleyball team, the unsung hero is Laura Boone. And the
sophomore from Redondo Beach
wouldn’t have it any other way.
"Statistics scare me," she said.
"I don’t worry how good I look in
the book, because it’s the team that
makes a person look good. I just
want to be a big contributer and give
my best so I can feel good about myself."
Although Boone doesn’t strive for
impressive statistics, she still ranks
high among team indiv ’duals.
She currently leads the team in
total attempts (662) and is among the
team leaders in kills, kill percentage,
digs and dig percentage. Her 64 attempts against Cal -Berkeley on Oct.
II ranks as a team high for an individual this season.
"She’s making real good progress," SJSU assistant coach John
Corbelli said. "She plays hard every
time she goes out."
Boone attended Southern California’s Cerritos High School where
she lettered in volleyball and soccer.
She was an All -California Interscholastic Federal pick and a three -time
all -league volleyball choice.
She was also voted by her teammates as the Most Valuable Player in
both sports.
As a freshman at SJSU. Boone appeared in more games than any other
freshman
28 of 31 matches. Her
187 digs was tops among returning
players and her .357 hitting percentage in 1987 was the hest for the
Spartans in league play.
"When I first arrived, it was hard
for me to believe I was here,- she
said. "I’m glad I got the chance to
play as much as 1 did last year."

worry Spartan athletes
10(

hO

Brian Baer Daily stall photographer

Spartan outside hitter 1.aura Boone waits intently for action during a
snatch against Santa Clara Unisersity. The Spartans won the game. 3-1.
Boone. who was used mainly as a
defensive specialist last year, has
come a long way from first stepping
in the Spartan Gym.
"She is definitely maturing defensively:. Corbelli said. "And her
hitting is better than we expected.
After playing competively in high
school for four years, Boone quickly
spotted some of the big differences
in college ball.
"It’s a lot more competitive at this
level," she said. "The players atti-

tudes are to learn and the coaches
deal with the mental aspects of the
game. But in high school, we were
just out there to play. Overall, it’s a
higher quality of play."
To many, standing at 5 -foot -9

REESCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Treat yourself to Quoc Te Restaurant

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
We hare a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,

Vietnamese and Chinese Cuisine
Seafood Specials

fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests. career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
There’s money available for students who have been newspaper car
riers, grocery clerks. cheerleaders, non-smokers .. etc.
Results GUARANTEED.

Then Chue Quy Sinh Vien San Jose State
"Wu Cao, Job T6t
(We wish sucess to all San Jose State students)
Hours:
10am - Ilpm week days
lOarn - 2am Fridays& Saturdays

ould be a handicap. However, she
is determined to overcome that idea.
"There are certain areas where
height is a big advantage." she said. By Reggie Burton
But if you have the fundamentals, Daily stall writer
"Athlete, ci far ini ire publicity
The stl,rt,iiiit Stoid.i of I .ong than they ’ie due." Tootell said
stay in shape and believe in yourself,
you can overconie such obstacles.’’
Beach State Unis ci say ’s
aball "This inay cause siiiiie display of
Corbelli said that her problem is in leading receiver, the second involv- anger from those IA
recogniie
ing a SJSC opponent this season, has these athletes
another area.
"Laura gives 1011 percent all the Spartan play ers concerned.
SJSU Head Coach Claude Gilbert
"There is a lot ot that going on,
time." he said. "Her biggest probsaid he advises his players on the polem is that she sometimes tries too Steten Guthrie. Spartan defensive tential of trimble they cost Id encoun
lineman said.
hard."
ter when they attend parties.
Mark Seas. 21, would have been
Boone agrees.
-Sometimes people look tor a
"Sometimes I want to do every- in the starting lineup Saturday when Nia) III ;:0111 attellt1011... (iilhert said.
thing so perfect that I forget what to the Spartans host
.ong Beach.
Ms alhIlAt I,. Ill :AOKI 110Lible lInt
The sophomore ICCelt:1 was It ii happens, turn the othei cheek..
do. I lose control,’’ she said.
"That’s when I have to settle down listed in fair condition Wednesday
For some athletes like Spin tail
and regroup myself."
after doctors removed his right kid- running hack Johnny Johnson, turnShe wasn’t a high recruit out of ney Sunday night.
ing the other cheek isn’t always
high school, she said. But somehow
Seay, considered a professional easy.
she found herself on one of the prospect, is the victim of an apparent
"I used to he a hot head. said the
toughest squads in the country.
gang -related shooting at a party in junior tailback "Now when guys
"1 had a friend who knew it was a Long Beach.
try me, I just walk assay.’’
good school." she said. "I liked it
On Oct I. UC-Berkeley lineman
as soon as I got here. All of the play- Joel Dickson. 20, was shot in the
ers were really friendly and that’s stomach and arm the morning after
ANTED
HELP
important in a team. I think SJSU he and his teammates defeated the
has a quality -one program."
Spartans. 21-14.
Since her arrival. Boone said she
Dickson is out for the season, but
really likes what she has seen.
team officials say he may resume his
"We have a good team attitude." athletic career next year. Berkeley
she said. "Everybody is athletic and police have inude an arrest in con
they really want to learn. That’s nection vv ith the shooting that tk
what makes this club so strong."
cured outside of a campus har
Mexican
estaurant
Recently. Boone has been side"I heard about the guy at Long
Cantina & Taqueria
lined due to back muscle spasms. Beach I Seay I and Cal t Dixon). and a
She was unable to play in the games makes me think ivv ice about where I
Bus Persons
against UC-Santa Barbara and Cal go out.- (italu lc said.
Food Servers
Poly -San Luis Obispo last weekend.
Are athletes singled out or. like
Cocktail Servers
"We’re taking it day by day," Seay and Dixon. apparently in the
Bartenders
Corbelli said. "We want to get her wrong place at the m Ring lime?
in, but we don’t want to ruin her for
1150 Murphy Ave an Jose
Geof trey Tootell. a professor ot
the rest of the season...
At the corner of Brokaw &
sociology at SJSU. say s the field tit
Her playing condition tor Friday sports pss chiurhurgy is IIC%% and there
Old Oakland Rd
night’s game against UC-Irvine will isn’t conclusiv e data Oil athletes and
be determined on game day.
437-1986

L

155 E. San Fernando
(Cormer of 4th & San
Fernando)

’ii

For A Free Brochure

CALL
ANYTIME

(800) 346-6401

J’dTtW

The American Express Card is a Int virtually
amwhere you shop, from Los Angeles10
London. Whether you’re buying books, baseball
tickets or brunch. So during college and after.
Is the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you’ll want

log

IMMEDIATE POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
The California Highway Patrol is
offering a rewarding and challenging
career for the position of:

STATE TRAFFIC
OFFICER
Females, and Spanish speaking (bilingual) men and women
are encouraged to apply. Starting salary $241010 $3011/mo.
Age 20-31. For information and application contact your local
CHP office or call (415) 863-7848

* * * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
* Winter 1989 *

Schedules are Here!

How to get
the Card now.
College is the first
sign of success. And
because we believe in your
potential, we’ve made it easier for
students of this school to get the
American Express Card right
without a job or a
now
credit history So whether you’re an
widerclassmait, senior or
grad student, look into
our automatic approval
offers. For details pick up an
application on campus. Or call
1 -800-NE-CARD and ask for a
student application

The American Express Card.
Don’t Leave School Without It.’

Get Your Free Copy from the Office
of Continuing Education DBH 136B or Bldg. T

* * * * * * *
*
Advance Registration
* Begins Now! *
* Advance Registration Deadline is *
December 9, 1988
* * *
924-2600

* 10
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ENTERTAINMENT

SUGAland offers
break in routine
for SJSU students
its I oil-,
Morgan
iff wrier
N,

itiiti’

ii

Iii’

I
S’s

iiiI
cii..(

111112111 h.11 e all .111011.111%e
MI tile nisi floor of the
idled
student Union. St liAland stands
tor the Student l .num’s Game Area.
It otters a large yariety of games
nom NAY ling to table tennis available for students and their guests
se en djy ’a Vieek
Other games include pool. toosball and a ideo arcade. If you work
up an appetite %% bile making a strike
or sinking the eight ball, you can
crab a hurrno or a hot dog at the
snack bar.

S.M. has had the recreation center
tor Mtge than 16 years. said Sharon
Deas et. the games area manager.
SUGAland has expanded in the past
rey years by adding the arcade.
’Hack hat and spectator counter for
he boyy i,ii atett
Me price yam:s for each actrY
Ile%et exceeding S7 per game. Bowling. tor instance. costs Si per game
mil 75 cents tor shoe rental
both
hdlt
Stinda s between 6

p in and midnight ’Fable tennis is
sr tor 45 minutes.
In addition to the recreational
games. tournaments are held for
many of the activities. Bowling
leagues. for example, play every
night except Wednesday
The winner of a boy., ling tournament in December will get a trip to
Hawaii
Other tournaments are held for
table tennis, fooshall, chess and
eight ball. A major tournament in y oly mg first- oi second -prize winners for the various games is the
"All Campus Game Tournament
The all-around winners will represent SJSU in competitions against
other colleges.

Tournament to reward students for the ’trivial’
By Lisa I la
Daly stall wnter
If youre a VI% la lit\ et. V,110 feels
warm inside when you know the anNV.el’S to "Jeopardy" before the conte,tatits do. "College Bowl" may be
the game for you.
College Bowl is the sport of the
mind. It is a Iasi -paced question and
answer game played by two teams
made up of four students each.
It covers topics from literature to
sports. And the Student Union Board
of Directors is looking for teams to
compete in the campus tournar»ent.
A sample question: "Crucial for
walking, this muscle is the largest of
the three hip etensors." The answer: "Gluteus Maximus."
MCI, a long-distance telephone
company, is sponsoring this year’s
SJSU College Bowl. The company
has also donated four $100 scholarships to the winning team. said
Dan Tattersfield, assistant to the
public relations director.
Judges choose four students from
the competing teams to participate in

The arcade area features more
than a doien video games and pinball machines including Millipede,
Thundercade. VS. Baseball and Cy clone. Most of them cost a quarter.
SUGAland is open from 8 a.m. to
midnight Monday through Thursday. from 8:30 to I a.m. on Fridays.
from noon to I a.m. on Saturdays.
and from noon to midnight on Sun
days.

HBO comedy specials fund
health care for homeless
NB( )is coming to the Fillmore in
N.01 Ii iris is ,t, to tape a series of
’Med \

\ I eek.

I he shkm s. Minch will he called
’( hie ight Stand. ’ are not yet sold
ow 1 ickets are ay at ahle through
It 555 ti ’,b, and a portion of the
’riisesjs yy ill go to Comic Relief
different pan of performers yy ill
appear eyery night from Niy ember
Iii LI Headliners at the shims include key in Pollack. the shit- it Na,tondl
ompoon’s "Hot Flashes.
Ind toy Behar . us ho slat red m ’Way
ott
tot ,,thle isle isisn

’We really need
active participation
in this year’s
College Bowl.’
Dan

years of the College Bowl and has
won the national competition twice.
In addition to the campus tournaments, SJSU students have traditionally competed in an exhibition match
against the faculty.
"We really need active partici-

Tatters field,

public relations assistant

MCI

the regional tournament.
Winners of the regional tournaments go to the national competition, which is sometimes televised.
SUBOD will pay student expenses.
Tattersfield said.
The
Association of College
Unions -International sponsors the
Regional Championship held in February.
"San Jose has always done well in
regional competition against such
schools as UCLA, Pepperdine, Stanford and Berkeley," Tattersfield
said.
SJSU has competed in the past I I

COLLEG
BOWL

HAPPY HOUR
BIERS AFTER SCHOOL

4/1- Pe-wYt- n‘
M)A4~4T

us from 4pm to 7pm every weekday at
BIERS (like "BEERS") for a special
sampling of eight imported and local
microbrewery
beers served
on
draught at

$1.75
Also,

Angela Herd 01 the Gary. Group.
Inch is promoting thr; show., said
her company is ailcrti.ing m .11111111
her of colleges in the Bay Area.
us

’We’d like to get kind of a young
and hip audience:. Herd said.
The shims v, ill air on HBO in January.
Dan num.,.

1

WANTS
TO PICK
YOUR
BRAIN.
$100 PRIZE

Join

The profits from the shows will go
to Comic Relief, a non-profit orgam/anon ot comedians which gives
funds to health care for the homeless

pation in this year’s College Howl,’’
Tatterslield said. "The faculty has
beat us four years in a row.’’
The deadline for signing up a team
is Wednesday at the Student Union
information center. The campus
tournament is Nos I 4- 16.

beer broiled shrimp
and oysters at

On Campus Tournament Nov. 14-16
Deadline to sign up (teams or
individuals) Wednesday Nov 9 at the
Student Union information Center.

75

The Varsity Sport of the Mind

per

pint

each

Only two blocks rom campus at
33 E. San Fernando 2 9 7 - 3 7 6 6

111111111ln
nissixereeeerare
uniiironwraWOMPIMS
WOO
fee

IMO

b14,
,o
"Northern Californians are
finding out that car insurance is
no problem at Public:’
Randy Cross
On

)1646(1 -air.
Saturday & Sunday
November 5-6,
From 10am-5prrt,

The Road For-Public Insurance

Tickets, an accident, no prior insurance.. . It’s No Problem!
Public offers low rates, payments spread over 12 months and
you can charge your first payment.

Gude Food & Drynk
.46 Games & Jollities
Fynest Craftsmen are here

1-800-345-1995

rAt.t.c0

CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE

PUBLIC IIIBURIINCII
IT’S NO
Use Your

met

PROBLEM

=

Credit Card

Feedon
Pm%
Sleten1G.Ilt Ord

Ort

between-I1orne5te34- mut I Roo

Free Admission - Free Parking
Free Shuttle Service - Rain or Shine!

0
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Comic books age from kids’ stuff to collector’s items
It I.eah Nis
Daily staff writer
Comic books aren’t just child’s
play these days.
Bob Sidebottom or the Comi
Collector Shop at 73 E. San Fernando St has been selling comic
books for 20 years. mainly to adults.
"I have the usual Archie and Donald Duck comic books for kids, but
that’s just a small part of my business." Sidebottom said.
Nestled between a typewriter shop
-and a used book store, Comix Collector Shop has rows from floor to
veiling filled with valuable collector’s items and books just off the
presses.
Sidebottom stocks the best-selling
comic books and also his personal
favorites. The most popular line is
Marvel Comics’ X -Men, which
dates back to 1968. Sidebottom said.
He sells newer issues at $2 each, but
said sonic run as high as $130.
Saving comic hooks has become a

said. "It insults me
The 19gb Batman book, "The
Dark Knight Returns." sold )15.000
copies, according to a July
f I article in The New York Times.
Die Batman series is called a graphic
novel.
Warner Books became the publisher of the Batman novels when it
bought IX’ in 1971. IX’, or Detective Comics, began in 1937 with
Batman and Superman comics as its
nmaiii sitss DC introduced Wonder
Woman in I 94)).
Slot le, about super heroes are not
the only comic books available.
Thomas Gibbons, Sidebottom sells sonic underground,
SJSU graduate or adult, comic hooks that he said
were popular in the ’Ms. "Butvaluable pasttime. Sidebottom said. Iseve." a collection of left- and
ig ill I ny
A well -cared -for collection is a guareditorial
cartoons,
anteed investment because only a usually sells out as soon as Sidehot
shelf
certain amount of books are printed tom puts it on
Warner Books plans to publish
in the original press run.
"Even nine -year-olds are buying "Brought to I de.. this fall. l’he
for worth. not reading pleasure:. he graphic docudiama is a 72 -page

’I like ’Iron Man’
because with a
good artist you can
breathe life into an
otherwise
unbelievable
comic.’

book about the Iran -Contra affair.
In 19X5 Warner Books earned
one-third of its $70 million in revenue from the sale of comic books,
according to The New York Times.
Sidebottom’s comic books pay the
rent, the owner said. He also sells
ja// records, but that’s more for love
than for money, he said.
Thomas Gibbons, a 19X7 graduate
from SJSU’s political science department, frequents the shop to keep
his "Iron Man" collection stocked.
He started the collection several
years ago, but it’s not up to date because he’s lived in South Africa.
"I like ’Iron Man’ because with a

good artist you can breathe life into
an otherwise unbelievable comic."
Gibbons said
Comic books gain value when
they are adapted to television and
in,,.. les. Gibbons said. ’Iron Man"
is in the pre -production stage now.
"I have SCCial yuppie friends
who didn’t read comic books before.
but now they have their own collections:* he said.
Adults are recognizing comic
books for their entertainment value,
said Barry C’han, an SJSU senior
studying illustration.
Steven Spielberg and George
Lucas cite comic books as insnira-

Be a hero tonight!
Dinner for two
just $2295
Why only $22.95? Because we
have a brand new menu, and we’re
anxious for you to experience our
incomparable new dinners.
But hurry, this offer is good only
until November 15th. Just present
this ad to your server, and you’ll be
a real hero... for just $22.95!

Here’s your chance to be a real
hero...at a price you can’t beat.
Treat your guest to an elegant four
course dinner at Belvedere Gardens,
complete with a breathtaking view
of San Jose’s city lights from high
atop the Le Baron Hotel.
You’ll begin with soup and
salad, followed by our Chef’s
selection for the evening, and
then of course dessert.
It’s all yours for just $22.95
at the Le Baron Hotel’s beautiful
Belvedere Gardens restaurant.
Kathleen Howe Daiy staff
SJSU student Rick l’oshida, a sophomore majoring
in electrical engineering. !.rowses through told comics

Mon for their movies, he said.
"In Japan, comic books are as
widely accepted as films," Chan
said. "Their quality blows ours
away, and they don’t spend as much
money (in production)."
Japanese comic books are now
sold in the United States, Chan said.
He said the translations often don’t
make sense because there are some
Japanese words without English
equivalents.
Chan has expanded his collection
to include more than "the super-hero
stuff."
You can only look at so many
capes," he said.

photographer

in between classes. The store, (.7rimix, is located on
San Fernando street.

1350 N First Street San Jose CA 95112
408-28842c0
mimiada "ln*d.""6"EM"’rt

You see them on the street. You watch them on TV.
You might even vote for one this fall.
You think they’re people just like you.

Computer
Assisted
Registration

San Jose
State
University

You’re wrong. Dead wrong.

Your
forms
must be
turned in
between
Oct. 31st.
and
Nov. 11th.
Important corrections in the
Directory of Classes!
There was a printing error in the
page order,the corrections are:

AM [11.611.131100 WC’s’
MN DPW .ili[syr 1111111M11111 MEC FOIFB
UR1 B !fil.filzits SE NEM
9[16 umlliu 1tl[11$ iAB !in il
.RL-1.77.;11tia-1.
NG "9 ,11.1M
IL

k

BB

OPENS EMMY AT A THEATRE NIAR YOU.

R1)1

Biology Scien. Dept.
Microbiology
Natural Scienc..,
Science Education

p.47 and 50
p.50
p. 50 and 49

School of Business
Accounting
Finance

p. 49 and 48
p.48 and 51

1
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Dancers show their art and emotion via dance concert
By Marlin Cheek
Daily staff writer

Greg Walton -

Daily staff

pbotograprie

Paul Itembrook. senior, Michelle Buttignol, senior, and
Donn Leach, junior. all dance majors, prepare for the Unisersit Dance Theater performance. which begins today.

When the day ends. Shelley Di
Giulio’s feet often bleed, her moi.
des ache from long hours of vigoi
()us movement and her mind is
stressed from a compulsion to perfect her an.
It’s a price the SJSU senior is willing to pay for the love of dance.
DiGiulio has worked more than
eight hours a day. five days a week
to prepare for the Fall Student Dance
Concert tonight through Sunday .
It hurts a lot. the dance student
said. "A lot of times I go home and
want to cry because it hurts so
touch.
Despite the fatigue and pain that
comes from developing her dancing
technique, she feels drisen
"I can’t pinpoint what really satisfies nie about dancing... she said.
"It’s sort of like the ultimate in living. It sets your emotions to extremes...
Diana Brown, another dance student, said dancers often perform to
escape front realit%
"It takes assay the setioUstiess of
life sometimes." she said. "People
are still v.illiitg to create and tx art
ists and not fall into the trap of the
nine to five desk oh."
Dancers’ birdies wear out in It)
1.7 years because of the constant
strain of performing and hom
getting older. DiGiulio said
"I think its malls sc,iry
silt!
,,nd As far as my y-meei . I aye ii
there and get going and I don’t
hake a lot of time to waste
DiGitilio began ballet classes
when she was about
years old.
after a doctor recommended it to
cure a curvature in her spine

Windham Hill’s Winter’s Solstice’ II
proves classic as well as classical
B.% ’,alit( Ntallimill
Daily stall writer

It , 11-lle that music hath charms.
then "A kk ititer’s Srilstice. Volume
II. is uttei Ir. charming
’A Willier’s Siastlit: is an encore ;11huni by Windham Hill tea tuning II.
alaist, in a delight iii analigenient iii 0,0iye music.
rhe

\ Winter’s Solstice

debuted in
The compositions ot these iny en
live performers are inyiedibly imaginative. The release rates
et al
steps :those eleyator Musk: in origtnalit.\ and seyeral notches to the
right ot classiyal musty in pi//a//.
Many ot the tunes ale catchy and
upbeat. but not inns% int ...tottered
v(ith too many sounds A levY are
inure iticiltiss . easy to listen to, hut
definitely not toe tappers.
Pia ely instrumental. the record
inspires listeners to create their ow in
lyrics to commemorate special mil -

formed with mandolins, a mandola
and a mandocello. For this recording
the group also used vocal sounds to
mirror the album’ s thematic goals.
The album includes "Abide the
Winter. orchestrated by Will Ackerman, co-tounder of Windham Hill
Records. His guitar technique in this
cut is sensational.
Ackerman remains the company’s

chief musical architect and an active
producer of both video and audio
projects involving Windham Hill..
artists.
Other performers featured in "A
Winter’s Solstice include Paul McCandless. Michael Manring. Stein &
Walder and the groups Turtle Island
String Quartet. Metamora and
Nightnoise.

if you don’t take a risk or two while
you’re (dancing) . . . then it’s not exciting
to watch.’
Jennifer Accomazzo
dance major
joring in dance, said despite this
negative side of the dance world,
dancers are driven to become the
best in their art.
"You’re running after perfeci
(ion.’’ she said. "At least you’re al
ways looking to get the perfect leap,
the perfect expression."
"If you don’t take a risk or two
while you’re doing the stuff, then
it’s not exciting to watch." she said.
"If it’s not exciting to watch, then
you’re not going to go anywhere.
A lot of dancing is emotional as
well as physical, she said. Preparing
for a concert dance called "Mothers
of Plaza de Mio. the dancers sit on
the studio floor and imagine they’ve
lost a loved one.
Describing how the dancers
should feel as they’re performing.

’The more lessons I took, the
more I wanted to do it,’’she said.
When she came to SJSLl. she decided to study art, hut later switched
to dance.
Brown compares a dancer’s short
career to a flower that keeps getting
more beautiful.
"Then it dies. she said.
"Just the time you figure it out.
you’re body gnues up, said Nolan
Dennett, artistic director lint the concern. "The reason it takes over is,
you only have so much time. We’re
slaws to the moment."’
Because dancers’ careers are so
short, they’re the most underpaid
and underappreciated of all artists.
Dennett said.
Jenniter Accomazzo, a senior Ma-

Iknnett said, "We try to use sortie
emotional recall in which they’ve
lost something dear to them in their
past . ’
"You really have to delve into
emotion, Di( iulio said. "All of a
sudden, you’re not just dancing.
you’re feeling that emotion and
through
you’re
conveying
it
movements. It’s a really intense feeling."
The dance was choreographed by
guest artist Nancy Colahan who
found inspiration in "Imagining Argentina," a hook about the politics
of Central America.
The concert features another original work called "Mystic Waltz,"
which Dennett described as "a
dance of continuous nnotion like the
tide or wave where the dancers are
viewed as a collection of bodies.
He compared the abstract dance to
geometry and physics.
’It’s about molecules bouncing
off each tither.’’ he said. "It’s about
action and reaction. ’
The concert takes place at K p.m.
tonight through Sunday in the Dance
Studio Theater of the Women’s
Gym.

SAN JOSE STATE FOOTBALL
YOUTH DAY

$5 00 Admission
To all Fans Under 18

Rock to the music of the
Burning Heart Band at Pregame,
Sponsored by KATD Radio.

I

Join the 20-20

Recycle Centers
at the Game, Pitch in your plastic,
cans, & bottles for the Spartans.

Spartan Pride:

Cc

f!

Don’t miss

Call 924 F ANS or any BASS Ticket Outlet

the last home game

of the season!

SPARTANS vs. Long Beach State 49ers
Saturday @ 1:30 pm November 5, 1988
At Spartan Stadium

The Technology Center of Silicon Valley
P re se itt s

HOW DID THEY DO IT?

ills’ ii is

It’s great mood music in the ekening vk hen chatting us ith iniends. or
during the day is hen dining little
chores around the Ii, ruse
One Mite that has het:mile a panto.
ular lavorite nnt mine is ’ I he Gilt..
composed and performed by Philip
Aaherg. Aaberg’s rendition of this
piano feature is light. melodi, .ind
soothing
Aaberg is a favorite artist on tine
Windham Hill label. He performed
tor the original "A Winter’s
Solstice" album.
He has juggled classical and popular interests smye his early teens.
earning a tlet.tiec in s haitibel music
and theory at H.ir\ ard Aaherg developed a rigorous technique and
broad musival perspectiy e Iii yleate
the enchanting style he ofteis in
’the Gift
Retail% ely new hut the Windham
Hill company is The Modern Mandolin Quartet, which debuted in their
album of the same name.
Their rendition of "E’en so. Lord
Jesus Quickly Come is a bright.
bouncy tune lemmiscent of the
itnerri plantation hy Mils of the
War era The piece is per

’88 Series sweep
by ABC network
\ k5
iftts
l’i
1-, baseball
w lapped ii its season the
51s1011 Seamni started tar
playe. as
es idenced hy a weekly Nielsens list
that sported Mine entertallinielit
shiiws and few let tints

The last three games iii the hve
game World Series untied "The
Cosby Shiny%
give NBC the top
hiur spots ni the N C Nielsen Co.
rankings and a substantial y istory
last week
t BS win the Sunday movie battle’
and grit top Ill rating from the conclusion nut the two-part movie "Jack
the Rippe!
The final game between the I i is
Angeles Dodgers and the Oak land
A’s was the week’s highest holed
plot/tam suntin
2h .; rating and 43
shale

November 3
Dr. Paul MacCready
How You Can Use Muscle and Sunbeam,
to Power Vehicles
Dr. MacCready takes us with him through his
innovative journeys against scientific tradition
that have led to the creation of both humanpowered and sun -driven vehicles that defy records
and alter our concepts of transportation. Using
video footage of the remarkable achievements
of his unique flying machines and the solar racer,
he inspires us with the power and drama of human
creativity and imaginative vision.

Single Tickets
Available
$18.00 Each
All performances
held at the
Flint Center
begin at
7:30 P.M.

November
Lucas
How

Film/Industrial

They

make

Magic

17

Light&Magic
at

the

Movies

These 5 -time Academy Award -winning leaders
in special effects will bring their models and
state-of-the-art technology out of the shop and
onto the stage to create before our own eyes the
magic that is so believable to us on the big screen.

TO ORDER YOUR TICKETS CALL: FLINT CENTER (408) 257-9555 OR
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE (408) 246-1160 OR ALL BASS OUTLETS.
Tech Talks is a project of the Junior League of Palo Alto, Inc.
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Research links watching television to gaining weight
SAN FRANCISCO tAl’i
Young Americans are more overweight than ever, a "fattening of
America" that one researcher
blames on a generation of couch potatoes that spends as much time
watching television as in the classroom.
Rates of obesity among children
and adolescents went up an average
of about 45 percent between 1960
and the early 1980s, said Steven
Ciortmaker associate professor and
acting chairman of the Department
of Behavioral Sciences at Harvard
University.
A key factor in explaining the rise
are 1983 studies that show children
spend an average of at least 25 hours

it

week 111 hunt 01

Gortmaker,

the teley INI011. said

who speculated that the

number of viewing hours is
higher.
’Television viewing for children
is now practically a full-time ph
equal to the time spent in school."
he said, adding that teley 11011 s rca actual

Ing is up from an average of 18 hours
per week in l96.

Diet, a general decline in physical
activity, and TV commercials that
reinforce the appeal of high -calorie
foods contribute to the dramatic increase in overweight youths, said
Gortmaker, who explained his
’couch potato hypothesis’’ last
month at an American Dietetic Association meeting

lire liiik between .FV-watching
and obesits rates holds true toi
adults, too, he said. One studs
showed

that

adults

watch

who

an

hour of tele% ision a das or less has,:

a 3 percent chance of being obese.
compared to a 75 percent chance of
obesity among
adults v..ho a itsli
three hours per day.
Specifical I . Gortmakei found
that between the late 1960s and
1980, obesii% rates went up 54 per
cent

among

children

aged 6 to

rates went up

Super-obesits

12 to

Michael Sherman

SACRAMENTO iAl’t
Out
paced by a rapidly growing populaand
tion
a rocket -speed technological
revolution.
California
universities, colleges and community colleges are turning to a $600
million bond measure to build class 11111115 and modernife laboratories
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Among

17, obesity wen(

up 39 percent and super-obesity rose
by. 64 percent.

it hal

lot would authori/e tic goy eminent
to sell $600 million in general obligation bonds for consti action and remodeling on 135 higher education

iuglier education has III,
to help pay the Cl/s1,

bond measure marks the second time that California’s system of
The

clas,

Its

Traditionally. state re% enues from

of university

bankrolled much

and

college

construe

Snaky

David Rose

\oir1,12t. YOU Plkimilblid lei ft,

NEED

MEDICA1
INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Fil
1..1408)943-9190 tore no oblige
lion quote
YOUR

CAREER

INTO

HIGH

.
cir- ,-, I,NT

Tr III r fiJo AsetWAY’s?
11.-..7.1"Ilmisrsiowiwas’

GEAR, Register your resume now
with the professional career program Call (408) 243-4070 for deSTUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For Information

and brochure see A S
call (408)371-6811

office or

AUTOMOTIVE
82 TOYOTA COBOL LA 505 200 5sp
stinmoon roof Am Frn si 746
mints 53300 by VIM at 945-5964
eves alter 7PM, 771-3736 days
80 DODGE OMNI. 024. 4.spd Make
offer Call Bob 287-95138 days.
629-6161 evenings
APPI F 11E. 74156 drive, make offer
Cali Carol at 249-1000

FOR SALE

Stack washer dryer 1 yr
old good as new. $600
Call
m (408)265-1342 924-3666

GOVT HOMES SI(U repair) Foredo
cures. leo delinquent property
Now sailing This area, Call (refundable)
1-407-744-3220
Eel
0404 for listings
GREEN IGUANAS. GREAT apt pet"
535 ea. spiny tall Iguana $20 ea
large Iguanas 5100 ea 296.0721

HELP WANTED
lions available for asst mgrs
sales help in our Valley fair &
Oakridge Maillopen mid-Nov )
cottons

Friendly outgoing people w .me retail ever Ill pt
positions. fleoble lirs Dance Aerobic knowledge a plus, Apply In
person at Atte:, Valley Fair Mali,
or call (415)247.3829
pert time

possible
$280 wkly or more based on sales
performance Excellent working
conditions, good cornmunicatron
skater’ must Call 280-0454

AUTOMATED VAC FOPMT

OPERA-

TORS needed on graveyd shift
and weekend 6910 )20-40 hr work
weelft Requires 1-3 yrs rnech or
elev assembly cap or equiv ed in
the sciences or computer prog
Most be a US citizen We otter
Call
education
reirnb
100,
415 493-1800, 1445. VARIAN
LEISURE SERVICES Is looking
Or a qualified ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT. who will. under the
direction of ASl S coordinator.
meIntain budgets, records. form
inventories, & personnel files
Must also order supplies and conduct other duties & special pro.
tacts 15.17 hours weak in camStarting pay $4 65pus oftic
S5 OS

Eligible

workstudy

stu-

dents encouraged to apply Applications in ASL S Office next to the
Pub Call 924 5950 Deadline to
apply Is November 11
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE
$5 to 58 hr PT FT positions
Northern California Nannies, 175
San Antonio Rd. I os Altos, C
94022 (415) 949-2933. (4151 9492933
COACHES, Non-profit orgentretion is
seeking pt coacnes for middle
school program Must be orge
dr.4, motivated have fionspor
wrung
Br lingual A
provided Call Rich at 249.6060,

ration

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
staff
CARE
COUNSEL OR DIRECT
needed at local residential !acid
Iles for young adults & adoles
cents with autism er related dim,
bilitMs Full time LI pert time
positions mailable Starting 505025 hr Coll 445-3953
DON’T MISS thls OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE the Associated Slu
dents of SAN JOSE STATE UNI.
VFFISITY
men’

2631 Meridian Ave

Your student govern.
accepting
currently

Is
applications on over 40 commit.
tees Including Public Relations.
Judiciary. Graduate Studies. specie’ allocations ar Review Board
for Human sublects Call A S Per
sonnet today .1 924.0240

DRIVERS A RECEPTIONISTS" Good
pay. great part time lobs 1or col
loge students Cell Ted-Wailers at
2061900
EARN EXTRA CASH Fienthret servers
59 45 per hr. bang.1 aides

San Jose law tirm Call Kathy or
MIchele at 7874790
SANDWICH MANFR. part time I nrs a
day 1505 Call 14011437 1044

orricFos

SFCURITS

FL EX’S& E HOURS on campus The
Dining Commons has positions
available at breakfast and lunch
Please call or apply in person.
924-1733
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ASS’ international businesses

of .onornic, business, scientific.
and political conditions in home
country for consulting assistance For information send resume to BCS Internetional. 700 St
Mary. Place. Suite 1400. San Antonio. Texas 76205 or call (BOO)
628-2828. extension 856
FULL -PART TIME aft -wknd .cupetionalectivity IL basic care aides.
DO clients 1.5 50-8 per hr Call Ms
Haight 371-5220
FOODS MKT in
Palo Alto is hiring to staff new
store 50 entry level positions
avail In delidakerymeet. produce.ceshierIng. 8 grocery Fop nol
nec. enthusiasm is Wages start
from 5550-57 50 hr
with paid
health 1..20.. food discount.
.growth potential
FT,PT
Flex
shills, non -rush hour drive times
Work starts Nov 28 (415)3266666 for appt WHOLE FOODS
MKT. P 0 Box 368.Palo Allo.Ca
94302

hrs wk Cell 377-5412. M -E 9-5
IDEAL HOURS GUARANTEED 56 hr
Make up to 511 hr plus BONUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone from our San Jose office Mon-Frl 5 30-9 00 PM Sal 91PM Call Duncan at 984-0402
LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL a
year
round positions available now
Salary I iffiguards 55 5046 40 hr
Pool Managers 57 0048 60 hr
Call 942.2470

LOOKING FOR SAL ES REPS to sell
lea equipment Good commission Please contact STANFORD
TEL EDATE Network, III W Saint

SECURITY

F
lit

needed day II night. 249-0931
MODELS

NEEDED
for
National
Hairstyling Show
Athletic or

slender looking young MEN 8,
WOMEN Cuts, colors, 8 perms
up to $300 In FREE services interview session 11 12 N. 3-6pm IS
11 13 86. 9am at Doublet,. Hotel.
Santa Clara For more intormelion
contact Renee al (209) 5274606
or Rend.
570.7120

(415)

375-10901415)

NAT I PARKING firm seeks ambitious
sr or graduate student to man.
age on campus promIns for top
nal I cos this semester Flea
hra w earnings potential 52,500
Cali Jill L Menne. .800-592.71 21
NEED EXTRA HOLIDAY Cash, The
S J Symphony wants bright, energetic students who LIKE sales
5 classical music to sell concerts
as gifts Base
exc comm P
eves Call Rea at 707.7383
OFFICE ASST NEEDED. FT cleys and
Pt nights 6 wk nits Flex hrs, for
more into call Silt. or Carol at
Russ. Furn
PART

TIME

196.7393

JOB

OPPORTUNITY
Americas Dining In’ is dynamic
new co delivering gourmet food

to homes & business in the local
area If you entoy meeting people,
having fun 8, making money, than
give us call Currently we iftive
savers’ Pt posltions avail Call MI
cheel Rees M008)3784324 or
Dale Bolson at (408)149-9540 tor
an Interview Ameftro s Doling In.
Our Food Delivers FOE
PART TIME JOB International finance
marketing co looking for sharp
people Our drown is to give you
an extra jr 000 mo Call Ricer.
Azucena, 885-7685 for appt
PETERSON S

sonar)

TRANSFER Sys

Is now hiring (pa n ail sh1.1
Knowledge of film video pref
Apply In person 10891 N Wolfe
Rd (in Vallco VIlleve, Cupertino
PT SAL ES MKTG ASST Quaker Oats
Is launching nationwide promo
lion Seek Independent, outgoing.
p.p.* Great for Inidg sales ma
lora Must hove own transport
Call

Angie,

A C C .

(4151

337

8150
RECEPTIONIST WANTED 15PM, PA -F

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, waxing.
tweezing or using chemical depth tortes I el me permanently rd
move your unwanted hair (chin.

shifts available 7 days wit 24
hrs day Excellent pay and be.
fits Paid training. no cop necessary Apply Mon -Fri 8AM-5PM,

1988 and get your first appt at I 2
price Unwanted Hair Disappears
With My Care Gwen Cheigren,

1700 Wyatt Or Suite
Clara or call 946-CAVE

Ave . wC
morrow’

Santa

SECURITY RECEPTION. 56-57 hr

No
experience necessary. full 8 part
time We are looking for outgoing.
soda’ people to work al high leCh
companies In Silicon Valley All
shifts avail We offer medical dental ins, weekly pay. non-unlform
blazer uniform positions, vacareg increases. credit
Immediate permanent
placement Apply between 8am5prn Mon -Fri at VANGUARD, 3212

tion pay,
union ar

Scott Blvd . Santa Clara (belov.n
San Tomas 8 Olcott)
SERVICE 8 KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEt needed Flexible hours to fit
with your school schedule, will
train

11 interested. please call
Karen et CATERING BY COAST,

children Morning hours, up to 20
hours per week
Application
available In Room 204
Sweeney Hall and Career Planning
harms

TELEMARKETING" Appointment setting Part time. 5200 WK POSSIBLE. DAILY CASH Welifing distance from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good
voice & personality Call RICH at
998-4526
TELEMARKETING POLITICAL WORK’
Work for social change November ’ES & BEYOND", Perm pert
coney.
time positions. SS hr
Near campus Call CAMPAIGN
CAL IFORNIA at 2864113 E.0 F
TUTOR

FOR

BUS

CALCULUS
needed Call Sandie at (408) 926.016 after 8PM

HOUSING
day -Friday.
Spartan Ad

943.9797.

refer

too This weeb would be great
Give me callBOB
NEWMAN

call Father Bob Lego. or Sister
Judy Ryan al 1940204
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC -Unwanted
hair removed permanently Confidential by appointment only 247
7486. 335 S Flaywood Ave, San
Jose

..t--T:

rotre.

11

:1
Gus Torres

Rocky

WMAT DO 4bu EXPECT
I’M A STUDENT!

Strictly non.xual Call 371-1433
or 395-3560

Classified

at 448-5494
PROOFREADING

EDITING

Travel and party with the worlds
friendliest people You can even
visit Tahiti or Hawaii on the way
back’ its summer there during our

RE

SEARCH quality work Reasonable lees Call Dec 01 292-7029
Professional

the

removal.

only

HAIR

winter break so call AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER

permanent

method

Ask about the special
discount for FALL Complimen
tory consulation by appointment
Call 296-0931"
Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union -benefits include Tultion
Books-Cornputer Loans Com’fret
petillve Savings Rides
’Menu
Ch.li Writing Cashing
lecturer s HanOyer GSL S Vaivable Member Privileges Call
947-727301 drop by our office at
8th and San Salvador
PROFESSIONAL

DISC

JOCKEY

by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You vu got the party, we’ve got
the music, Michel Productions

provides a wide variety of music
lot your wedding party or dance
al reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil al 270-8960 or 922.7359
T-SHIRTS for fraternities. sororities.
clubs. business Custom screen
printing on shirts, sweats, and
ble rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug al (406) 262-7377.
Monday through Friday 3-9PM
RESEARCH

SERVICES

Academic thesis
esti...
Ghostwriting All subocts Qualified writers Resumes Re-writing Catalog Berkeley (415) 11415036
WRITING

COMMUNITY

MASS on Sunday evenings al
6 30 & 8 00 PM, Campus Christian
Center. tOth 8 San Carlos For
more info about other activities

So%
2

DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring fOr men. Citadel and formal wear, pant hemming 55 10%
discount to students and lac’
uity Willow Glen area Call Maria

RESEARCH

EDITING,"

Call 0001 777 790,
CATHOL IC

A sio Rristm’ To CAT-Trild ll CoLot-t llx,t-

ing in chronic pain. stress, and
movement dysfunction Sliding
fee scale tor the handicapped

WRITING.

ANNA (STANFORD COMEDY SHOW)
Ye. I was pretty busy last month

:(’’,r,
11’, 5o1LCD

BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL
MASSAGE’ Using a variety of the
rap.. techniques to bong
about vitality and spirit Specializ-

to

PERSONALS

017.

..(1;SL’rk.’ \

R E . 559-3500, 1645 $ Bascom
’Hair Today Gone To-

packets Quality work at reasona-

MATURE FEMALE, Enghsh major
tv cat seeks quid, responsible
non-smoker roomele Call Mon.

l

.
rr

.

11.1 S)

’,70,721P1.
",r rt.

"iCC

moustache. etc )
15% discount to students and fee
tray Call before December 31,

ELECTROLYSIS’

(408)730-0500
SPRING SEMESTER EMPLOYMENT
working in schools with disabled

-0, -;)

-

Hr A ’

SERVICES

bikini, tummy

7.

j

e, a

you Hurry, Call today’ Over 18
only 52
any toll

OFFICERS
NEE0
CASH,. Cave Security Is hiring
for full and part lime positions. All

John St. S J ,Ca 95113. 279-2050
MAKE MEGA BUCKS at odd hours
Experienced
carpel
cleaners

messages left by others You
don’t have to do it alone Someone special is waiting to Meet

AND PATROL

DRIVF RS Full and part time posi
tions, all shifts Nu ,xperlern.e
needed We train Apply Mon -Fri
AM-5PM, 260 Meddler, Ave , San
Jo-

GROUP HOME for AUTISTIC children
Overnight sleep
position
32

AL LE7. THE HOTTEST NEW AFRO.
SIC dancewear store has posi.

AS

1500 .6549

GROCERY -WHOLE

FOR SALE

APPOINTMENT SETTING
Flexible
hours.

Hotel. 7700 Mission College 988-

and Investors seek foreign nationals with first hand knowledge

74 VW SUPERBEETI E. super clean
interior & body
Runs great.
$2200 be, call 293-2379

’""Mfillgigt, yl l I I 1..

’_-014, YOu’far
ri-i
1,-,

roacc

...

-br -,,
,,

i I

OPPORTUNITIES
EMPI OYMENT
Apply at MARIE CAL I ENDER s

(. Yoki.4, hiow 1 arpiFt-.

DEAL

lion.

Classified
55 25 per hr . cocktail servers
tips
Poo
$425 per hr
Time On call available no e riper,
once necessary, Ask for Melinda
In personnel, Santa Cffira Marriott

A

’9,-ref
-TNc FENCE",
Awn 1-Ir <>Ives 1-Ir F000 I
I MADE

c

ANNOUNCEMENTS

it4"--oock.

’3IJ aNc,
-rift"!

ties.

leases

A 1461(J114A94 I

OWL
(-friE

14PPI-t

rooms. libraries and research facild

tideland oil

campuses.
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IOR CitEf1" TODAY 15 A
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914 per

cent in the same age group.
youths aged

Skibblefritz

Impoverished schools look to Prop. 78

PUT

o-

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

TRAVEL
AUSTRALIA’

NEW

TWA OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off ANYWHERE, any fare Call
Andy, TWA Campus Rep

297-

’1809

Got

your anemic., mate. New Zealand company has openings for
few adventurous ArnerIcens on
Its

under 30 tours of Australia &
New lealand Whitewmer raffing,
sailing dive Inc great barrier reef’

repofts.

theses
etc at 251-0449

ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOW1
ACCOUNTABILITY,

EDGEABL F In typing that slops
Trust TONY, 296-2087 Thanks
St 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All Week guar
ant.d Thanks
AL WAYS

Professional Word Prorepapers,
cessing
Thesis,
Publishing
sumes
Desktop
capabilities Serving Evergreen,
and South San Jo. Minutes
from SJSU Call Maureen (408)
727-9419, gam to apm

page, hour or rob Former legal
secretary WrIteType-972-9430

term

pers, theses. reports of all

pa.

A A-1

SECRETARY with computer
Close to school Available nigho
and day Rush lobs are my sped.

(408)225-9009
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TUE.
Professional
wordprocessing
.rvIces with student discounts
availed* Offer fast turnaround.
pickup LI delivery, grammar editing and guarani. copy Cell

ENTERPRISE

TYPING SERVICE

Clara

cri our expert’. Top secrelarrar
service for all your WORD processing needs Graphics letters
reports manuscripts. resumes
Editing,
term papers. theses
grammar 8 spell checking All
work done on a PS Laser Printer,
or printing from your disk Boll.
IBM & Mac II computers Special
student discount, Call Printy
WORDWORKS at 253 -WORD or
253-WORK
INFORMATION LIKE MAGIC Wow
processing. editing. research. re
surnes, on-lIne searching, bibli
graphics, quick reference Llbrar
Ian with PALS Call (408) 732-7192
PAGEWISE

WORD

PROCESSING

AND EDITING Have MA in End 11.11,5 yrs dip and a haunting oh
session with doing II right’ FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP 13 DELIVERY
Students. faculty, writers. bust
nese prol’is Ep d with ESL writ tors Edit rewrite too
Wise, (408) 732-4645

pockup del Letter qua’ Term papera.group protects theses, re
sumes, letters, etc APA. ML A. Tu.

rowan

formats 0.01 quer (25
yrs top I Call Roz 008)274.3664
lies. message) Available 7 days
week
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
acedemic.busineselegal

word

processing needs Term papers,
reports, resurnes.letters, group
prorects.manuals.theses. etc let
ier quality, All formats plus APA
Free disk storage. SPELCHEK.
ounctustion.grammar
Basis.
lance All work guaranteed For
that professional.quick
depend.
able worry-lree service al Its best.
call PAM at 247.2661 )Santa Clara)
AFFORDABLE STURENT I FAC
ULTY RATES,
GO WITH THE BEST, Take advantage

MN

MS

PROCESSING, papers, resumes. manuscripts, form letters
Experienced professional Free
SPELLING CHECK. disk storage

Call 998-8821
WORD PROCESSING on Santa Crut
area Term papers reports. manu
.ripts.etc From $3 pg Cell (408)
685-0415
WORD

PROCESSING

TOP

IL

the professors own detailed solo
lIons Available for 8 Engln.ring
Minimum

courses. FIT. Calculus. General
and Organic Chemistry. Physics.
A more 20 drfterent books Teed
able el Spartan BIrs idownstaIrs)

One
Day

II Roberts Bookstore

spell punc disk stor Ill
quality output WILLOW GL EN
Patricia 14081788 sus

cludes

WORD PROCESSING
ie., qui.,
preparation of term papers. rP
pods, theSes resumes. etc Rea
sortable pricing, accurate and Iasi
turnaround Oncampus pock -up
and delivery Call 8 AM
cam:race, 286.4398

elm

UTHFRAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening et 1000 PM al
Campus Chridian Center, 101h

S-1

San Carlos For more Information
about activities. call Rev Norb
Firnhatrer at 296-0204
MALES -FEMALES ages 15-34 who
listen to MUSIC on radio Fern 5
for Moto research project It you
qualify, call I noise at (408) 773.

8,

Three
Days
S’s 75
S6 15
S700
$790

Four
Days
$550
$640
$730
Sit 10

Five

Days
$5 75
S660
$7 50
$840

.R, w111,,, .11.1

Each
Extra
Day
51 00
SI 15
SI 10
JS
Print N,11111,_

Semester Rates (All Issues)
II)
I ’ties $70 011
,
am, S190

8200

Address

Phone 924-3277

PRINCE TICKETS for Thursdays told
out show on Nov 10, 525 a piece

Cup A State

Call Bob Gary at 287.5851
REWARD FOR INFO identifying per
sons who hit cream gray YA91
MAHA motorcycle partied
Son Fernando, Weds 10 26 betWn
7 i0PM Went (415)571 5820
408.976.2002
THE SOUTH RAY

or,.,

I oelosed is S
I.e

ClassifiCalron
rftit kr.ii,I,51

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

RUI I ETIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A rest and easy
way to meet quality people tor ro

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

manna or friendship Sociel and
sports partners are also available
You may choose to Wove your

San Jose, California 95197

own rnossege or hear sior different

San Jose State University

Classified Desk Located inside 089708
Deadline

Two days prior to publication

publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Consecutive

41111meimmisipmemismemssmemsiliommsmmmommmmmoMmmionems NIB=

4

9 PM

am at.%

Ad Rates
three lines on one day

Two
Days
$i1 80
$5 70
$C 60
$7 SO
Add S

NOTCH’

Student manuscript
discounts
Editing avail Former I.h editor
with B A in English 8 12 yeers
prof word processing expel In-

Print Your Ad Here

FOAM Ell FS I rm Professors through
out the USA Exam problems w

Get Page.

WORD

CAI I LINDA TODAY tor experienced,
professional word processing
Laser printer cassette transcription Theses, term papers, group

OM MERIM

Quick turn.
Call 246-

storage

Santo

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
and typing service. On -campus

Reasonable

promcts, resumes. etc All for.
mats including APA All
o
Quick return Alma.

disc

wound
5825

roles Free disk storage Free
pick-up and delivery Call 2708936

gueranteed

WORD PROCESSING

resumes, repetitive letters tran
scrIption Free SPELCHEK, copy
edit

Clare
A

grammar.

Thesis apeclallsts Also term papers. manuscripts, screenplays.

8AM-9PM
WORD
PROCESSING".
Theses. Reports. Letters No lime
to type your paper’ Call MARY
ANN at ANN*. 241.5490.Santa

with

Willow Glen area
experience
Phone Mrs Morton al 266-9448

ANN s

kinds

Help

punctuation. .ntence structure
on request (APA. Turabian. etC)
Former English motor with 16 V’s

’The Perfect Paper
Low Price’
pick up and delivery available Cali (408) 766-2681,

STUDENT rates for undergreds
Avallabie day, eves, weekends by
appt Call Anna at 972.4992

111=11111M IIMIM

Resumes

AMY FOR

AAH, When ovewheimed by reports to
be typed. RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to me Graduate and
Resumes,

pick-up delivery twice daily

By appl Chrystal at 923-6461
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers, theses, resumes, letters
No charge minor editing Rates by

Phone 264.

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers, Reseerch Protects. and

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
transciptron Experienced thesis
typist 20.. STUDENT DISCOUNT

AS-

SURED

undergred

Science).

ports /4 group protects welcome
Rea. rates. 7 min I rm camp., nr
280 600 To ensure yr (we 5
completion on schedule reserve
yr time early PJ-923-2309

area

TYPING NEEDS( THESES) Call
Linda The Write Type 773.1714
Son Jo.. RAM-10PM Mon -Sat

utilizing IBM hardware.HP Seriesii
la.r.Word Perfect 4 2 8 orPege
Maker Papers.thesis.resurnes, re

TYPING

ACCURACY

(esp

ACADEMIC 8 PROFESSIONAL desk
lop publishing 8 word process

AAAA-ACCURACY,

AAA

den Brenham
4504

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD’ This year,
call a typist who is experienced in
ALL
forrnets
including
APA
(NURSING DEPT) for AL I YOUR

sonable rates We no I est,dependad*. grammar -experienced Col.
mge grads, so call us with powers,

available. Europe next summer.
Greet Trips. Super prices’
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Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
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could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
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If you’d like to know more about
AT&T products and services, like
International Calling and the AIM’
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.
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